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Asia Matters is Ireland’s recognised Centre of Excellence 
for Asia  Business Knowledge & Partnership.

Founded in 2012 by the late Dr. T.P Hardiman, Alan Dukes and 
Martin Murray; Asia Matters is focused on building dynamic 
business links and informed understanding between Asia, 
EU and Ireland to drive win-win partnerships and economic 
growth.  

Asia Matters is Ireland’s only Asia think tank. Independent, 
Asia Matters operates on a non political, not for profit ethos 
as a member knowledge hub for Asia Business Partnership.

We work with members and key stakeholders in Ireland, the 
EU, US and Asia and Global Institutions to deliver Strategic 
Market Insight, Business Networks, Partnership, Cultural 
Business Knowledge and informed understanding of  the 
Asian perspective.
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“In 
recent years, Asia 

Matters has a played a 
critical role in raising the profile 

of Asia in Ireland. The organisation’s 
work has had a very positive impact on 

Ireland’s relationship with China through 
their connections here in China and 

amongst the Irish and Chinese business 
communities in Ireland.”
H.E. Eoin O’Leary, then 

Ireland’s Ambassador to 
China



Cultural Business Knowledge - Delivering enhanced Asia 
cultural competency for key Irish stakeholders is a vital pillar 
to drive growth, facilitating a deep understanding of how to 
build partnerships of trust with the right people in Asia. 

Asia Matters regularly briefs key government departments 
and Members with a key focus on how to best build in class 
partnerships with key stakeholders in Asia.
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     “I 
would like to 

commend everyone
 involved in the organisation of this 

event for your ingenuity in the face of 
Covid and for your success in continuing 

to highlight the importance of Ireland’s 
relations with the Asia Pacific region”

Michael Martin TD 
 Taoiseach/Prime Minister 

of Ireland

Why Join Asia Matters
Members of Asia Matters participate in the full Asia Matters 
event programme which creates partnership opportunity 
and a C-suite networking platform. Asia Matters Members 
can leverage our Strategic Market Insight, C-Suite Business 
Networks and Cultural Business Knowledge.

Strategic Market Insight - The Asia Matters Team and broad 
network have extensive experience and knowledge of the 
business environment and opportunities across Asia, the 
EU and Ireland. We present invaluable insight into the Asian 
perspective, market opportunities and solutions to the 
business challenges faced by our members.

C-Suite Business Networks – with an online network 
reach exceeding 230,000, Members can Network with their 
corporate peers along with key influencers and stakeholders 
in Asia EU Ireland  relations. Working with members to enable 
them to build strategic relationships of trust with the right 
partners in Asia is key to delivering value and accelerating 
growth. 

Asia Matters has formalised partner relationships with 
key Asian stakeholders such as the Chinese People’s 
Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries, The Asian 
Development Bank and the EU SME Centre which can rapidly 
accelerate growth.



Management Team
Asia experienced and committed to developing Asia Ireland business relations, our senior 
management team bring commitment, passion and strategic thinking across key Asian 
markets and sectors of opportunity.

Alan Dukes
Chairman and  
Co-Founder

Samantha Hobbs
Director of Corporate 
Affairs

Martin Murray
Executive Director
 and Co-Founder

Yui Shimazu
Director

Gerard Mulligan
Director of Business 
Development
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Advisory Board
Chaired by Alan Dukes, The Asia Matters Advisory Board provides authoritative depth 
and oversight in strategic direction, assisting with the mission of the organisation and 
ensuring best practice.

Nóirin Hegarty Xianbin Yao Donal Boylan Regina Moran Niall Dowling

Hidemi Naganuma Cathal Lee Catherine O’Grady 
Powers

Darren McDermott Patricia O’Shea

Corporate Membership
To discuss membership please contact:
Samantha Hobbs, Director of Corporate Affairs, Asia Matters
samantha.hobbs@asiamatters.biz


